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Comets and solar system formation
Snow line

cometsasteroids

Oort
cloud?

Kuiper 
belt?

TNOs

• Ice lines (<~150K)
• water (amorphous/crystalline)
• carbon dioxide
• carbon monoxide ?

• Organics (<~500K)
• Silicate/carbonate minerals 
• amorphous/crystalline (<~1000K)
• hydrated
• pyroxene/olivine, Mg/Fe

• Investigate the thermal history 
and the original compositional 
gradient across the entire Solar 
System(DeMeo+Carry 2014)
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silicates

major 
molecules

water ice

water 
lines

Infrared spectroscopy of cometary ice and dust

• silicate minerals 
amorphous/crystalline

• Complex organic molecules

mid-IR 
from the ground



Crystalline silicate in cometary dust

1P/Halley
Lick observatory
(Bregman et al. 1987)
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certain (sub)band vary only by a small amount, this is not a
large problem, since the amount of memory in each mea-
surement will be more or less constant, and simply generates
an offset in the flux levels. The relative flux levels will not be
affected, so it may be relatively easy to correct for the memory
when subtracting the dark current. In cases in which a large
variation in flux levels occurs within one subband, the mem-
ory effects require additional attention. This is the case in
band 2c, ranging from 7.00 to 12.0 !m, which contains the
entire interstellar absorption feature due to silicates. The dis-
charging of the semiconducting material can be described with
a set of differential equations (Fouks & Schubert 1995). This
model expresses the time delay in the charging on the incident
intensity. The larger the change in flux levels, the longer it
takes to reach the charging corresponding to the incident flux.
Vriend (1999) has applied the Fouks-Schubert model to the
data in band 2 and was able to correct for the memory effects.
The successful application of this model can be easily checked
by comparing the data of the up- and down-scans separately,
since the memory effects should affect these data in opposite
wavelength directions. This difference is minimized when the
memory correction is applied successfully. Only a very small
residual memory effect remains. The application of the Fouks-
Schubert model to correct for memory effects in band two,
which was first developed for the data analysis of the GC line
of sight (Vriend 1999), is now implemented in the IA3 pack-
age and the ISO standard pipe line data products (Leech et al.
2003; Kester 2003).

2.4. Correction for Silicate Emission Intrinsic to Sgr A*

Figure 2 shows the ISO SWS spectra of Sgr A*, GCS 3 and
GCS 4. Since it is thought that the absorption feature at 10 !m
is caused by interstellar dust particles along the line of sight,
and that the dust composition along those lines of sight is very
similar, it is remarkable that the 10 !m absorption feature
toward Sgr A* seems to be much narrower than the features
observed toward the Quintuplet stars. This is illustrated in
Figure 3b, which gives the raw optical depth "raw for GCS 3
and Sgr A* calculated directly from F#;obs ¼ F#;0e

""raw , where

F#;0 is a continuum determined using fourth-order polynomial
fitting.
The stars in the Quintuplet cluster are identified as carbon-

rich Wolf-Rayet stars (Figer et al. 1999). We therefore assume
that there are no circumstellar silicates that give rise to emis-
sion or absorption features intrinsic to the Quintuplet stars and
that the shape of the feature is entirely determined by inter-
stellar absorption. Indeed, Moneti et al. (2001) conclude that
the Quintuplet cluster does not contain any gas or dust between
its stellar components and that the silicate absorption feature is
a truly interstellar feature.
We assume that the dust composition in the line of sight

toward Sgr A* does not differ much from that toward the
Quintuplet sources, and we therefore conclude that the dif-
ference of the absorption profile can be explained by silicate
emission intrinsic to the Sgr A* region. It has been reported

Fig. 2.—The 2.38–45.2 !m ISO SWS spectra of Sgr A*, GCS 3, and GCS 4.
To enhance the clarity of the figure, the flux levels of GCS 3 and GCS 4 are
multiplied with a factor of 0.5 and 0.25, respectively.

Fig. 3.—Steps in the data reduction process. (a) The observed spectrum of
the Sgr A* region, along with a fourth-order polynomial continuum (dashed
line). (b) The raw optical depth in the 10 !m feature in Sgr A* and GCS 3.
(c) The Sgr A* absorption feature is corrected for emission intrinsic to the GC
and now nicely overlaps with the optical depth toward GCS 3. Both spectra are
normalized. The remaining difference between the two normalized optical
depths is shown in (d ). Finally, (e) shows what the intrinsic emission from the
GC region would have looked like if there were no interstellar silicate ab-
sorption. This part of the spectrum is only de-reddened for optical depth in the
silicate feature; however, this feature is of course superposed on a continuum of
extinction, giving rise to #30 mag of extinction in the optical.
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lMost silicate exist amorphous form in 
interstellar space
(degree of crystallinity < 2.2%)

lCrystalline silicate was detected in the 
mid-IR C/Halley spectrum.

(Kemper+ 2004)
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lMid-IR spectral features are 
different between amorphous 
and crystalline forms.

Crystalline/amorphous silicate



(3) Crystalline silicate were incorporated 
into cometary nuclei after its radial 
transportation in the Solar Nebula (SN)

(2) Amorphous silicate had crystallized near 
the Sun (>800 K) by annealing and/or 
direct condensation of gas

à Crystalline silicate is more abundant at 
closer distances from the Sun in the SN

à Is there any difference between Oort 
cloud comets and Jupiter-family comets?

(1) Amorphous silicate 
had accreted from 
interstellar space

Comet forming region (~5 – 30 au)

Icy planetesimals

Crystalline silicate in Solar Nebula

(NASA, JPL)



l Subaru Telescope + COMICS 
– N, Q-band imaging: 

N8.8, N12.4, 

Q18.8, Q24. 5 (and more)

– low-resolution spectroscopy: 

8–13 μm (R~250)

– slit width and length: 

0.33’’ x 40’’

l We observed ~10 short period 
comets and >10 long period comets 
so far since 2003 (Thank you 

COMICS team!).

Mid-IR observations of comets with COMICS



Mid-IR observations of comets with COMICS



Comet Obs date (UT) rh (au)
2P 2003/11/12 1.06
4P 2006/10/05 1.72
8P 2007/12/13 1.22
9P 2005/07/03-05 1.51
10P 2010/10/23 1.80
17P 2007/10/25-28 2.44
21P 2005/07/05 1.04 
73P-B/C 2006/05/04 1.06
78P 2004/11/05 2.01
103P 2010/10/23 1.06
144P 2009/01/15 1.44

Comet Obs date (UT) rh (au)
C/2001 Q4 2004/06/04 1.02
C/2001 RX14 2003/01/10 2.06
C/2002 V1 2003/01/10-11 1.18-1.15
C/2004 Q2 2004/11/05 1.71
C/2006 OF2 2008/10/15 2.45
C/2007 N3 2009/01/15 1.21
C/2011 L4 2013/06/20 2.14
C/2012 K1 2014/05/16 1.93
C/2012 S1 2013/10/19 1.28
C/2012 X1 2014/05/16 1.95
C/2013 R1 2013/10/19 1.40
C/2013 US10 2016/01/23 1.47
C/2013 X1 2016/01/23 1.84
C/2014 E2 2014/05/16 1.15
C/2014 S2 2016/01/23 2.17

Mid-IR observations of comets with COMICS



Comet Obs date (UT) rh (au)
2P 2003/11/12 1.06
4P 2006/10/05 1.72
8P 2007/12/13 1.22
9P 2005/07/03-05 1.51
10P 2010/10/23 1.80
17P 2007/10/25-28 2.44
21P 2005/07/05 1.04 
73P-B/C 2006/05/04 1.06
78P 2004/11/05 2.01
103P 2010/10/23 1.06
144P 2009/01/15 1.44

Jupiter-family comets

2P/Encke

78P/Gehrels



Pre-impact

3-3.5 hrs
after impact

Pre-impact

28 hrs
after impact

Pre-impact

I+3 hrs

I+26 hrs

I+1 hr I+2 hrs I+3.5 hrs

2”

Spectroscopy

Deep Impact 
— 9P/Tempel

(Sugita et al. 2005; Ootsubo et al. 2006)



Outburst comet – 17P

Comet 17P/Holmes
: 1892 Nov. (by E. Holmes  

during outburst)
: P ~ 7 yrs
: rh 2.05 au (on 2007 May 4)

On 2007 Oct. 23
the great outburst (~17 à ~2 mag)
occurred at ~2.5 au from the Sun

.. /// . . . . .



Sun

r = 2.45 AU,  delta = 1.62 AU

~ 12000 km
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Amorphous olivine
Amorphous pyroxene
Amorphous carbon
Crystalline olivine
Crystalline pyroxene

Observed spectrum
Synthesized spectrum

Mass fraction
Amo. Olivine mAo = 0.31.0.03

Amo. 
Pyroxene

mAp = 0.32.0.03

 mAc = 0.12.0.01

mCo = 0.18.0.01

Cry. Pyroxene mAp = 0.08.0.02

 .  



ØMost JFCs we observed show crystalline silicate 
features (except 2P/Encke) .

ØSilicate feature strength is typically ~10-20% to 
continuum.

Ø Intrinsic dust properties? or Dust evolution on 
the surface of comet nucleus?

Ø Correlation with the orbital evolution 
(perihelion distance, etc.) must be studied.

29P/SW1

Jupiter-family comets
/ -



HD 100546

Hale-Bopp

29P/SW1

Oort cloud comets
Comet Obs date (UT) rh (au)
C/2001 Q4 2004/06/04 1.02
C/2001 RX14 2003/01/10 2.06
C/2002 V1 2003/01/10-11 1.18-1.15
C/2004 Q2 2004/11/05 1.71
C/2006 OF2 2008/10/15 2.45
C/2007 N3 2009/01/15 1.21
C/2011 L4 2013/06/20 2.14
C/2012 K1 2014/05/16 1.93
C/2012 S1 2013/10/19 1.28
C/2012 X1 2014/05/16 1.95
C/2013 R1 2013/10/19 1.40
C/2013 US10 2016/01/23 1.47
C/2013 X1 2016/01/23 1.84
C/2014 E2 2014/05/16 1.15
C/2014 S2 2016/01/23 2.17

Ø Oort cloud comets show 
various shapes and 
strength of silicate 
features.

Ø Some OCCs don’t show 
crystalline feature.

Ø Should we observe 
OCCs at rh < 2 au to 
derive the dust property 
itself (not affected by 
ices) ?



Ø Is there effects by ice coating of dust grains to the 
comet spectrum even around 2 au?

Ø Silicate features change at different heliocentric 
distances even for the same comet

HD 100546

Hale-Bopp

29P/SW1

the laboratory data themselves include the shape effects, and
we use them directly in our model fitting.
We considered the possibility of the presence of crystalline
orthoenstatite (MgSiO3) or silica (SiO2) grains. However, they
do not provide better fitting results for the observed spectra.
Thus, we exclude these dust species in the following fitting.

As a fitting model, we employed a simple model that is
often used for cometary 10 !m spectra (e.g., Hanner et al.
1994a). The model flux Fk consists of two components: fea-
tureless graybody continuum emission and optically thin

emission of dust features. For simplicity, we assumed the same
source function for the optically thin emission component as
for the featureless continuum emission. Then, the model
spectrum can be written as

Fk ¼ ða0 þ a1"aolv þ a2"a2:0 þ a3"apyx þ a4"forstÞBkðTÞ;

where "aolv, "a2.0, "apyx, and "forst are the mass absorption
coefficients of 0.1 and 2.0 !m glassy olivine, 0.1 !m glassy
pyroxene, and crystalline forsterite grains, respectively. There
are six free parameters (five multiplication factors, a0; a1; a2;
a3; a4, and the emitting dust temperature T ). We employed a

Fig. 3.—Observed N-band spectrum of C/2002 V1 on 2003 January
11.2 UT and fitting results. The denotations of the lines are the same as in
Fig. 1. The flux of the latter four components is multiplied by 4.

Fig. 4.—SED of C/2002 V1 on 2003 January 11.2 UT and fitting results.
The denotations of the lines are the same as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 5.—Observed N-band spectrum of C/2001 RX14 on 2003 January
11.6 UT and fitting results. The lines are as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 6.—SED of C/2001 RX14 on 2003 January 11.6 UT and fitting results.
The lines are as in Fig. 1.
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Oort cloud comets
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Ø Silicate features change at different heliocentric 
distances even for the same comet

HD 100546 29P/SW1

Oort cloud comets

2013 Nov 11&12
Tcont ~ 330 K

2013-Oct-19 UT
Tcont ~ 260 K

Subaru+COMICS
(Ootsubo+2014)

IRTF/SpeX+BASS
(Sitko+2014)



Crystalline fraction in silicate
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fcry = a mass fraction of crystalline
components in small (~sub-μm)
silicate grains 

l Crystalline fraction in 
silicate grains is 
typically 30%-70%

l OCCs has a bit higher 
fcry than JFCs ?

l We should investigate 
this with much more 
samples

l About 20 cometary 
spectra were taken by 
the COMICS and 10 
are analyzed, but ..

.11 ,2 0 

OCCsJFCs
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Complex organics in comets

ØRosetta detects glycine (C2H5NO2) 
together with methylamine (CH5N), 
and ethylamine (C2H7N) in the 
coma of 67P. 

Altwegg et al. (2016)
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Figure 4
Cometary volatiles detected in spectroscopic surveys. Most listed species are regarded as primary, except for
HNC, which is in large part a product species. Others may be both primary and product in origin (e.g.,
H2CO, CO). For each molecular species, the number of comets in which it has been detected is shown on
the right margin, and the range of values found among those detections is shown as a color bar (light green).
The six species designated “1” on the right margin were detected only in comet Hale-Bopp, the brightest
comet of the past several decades. Adapted from Crovisier (2006), with updates for CO2 and NH3. See also
Bockelée-Morvan et al. (2004).

nucleus. When combined with 2D spatial mapping (via single-aperture stepping or multi-aperture
interferometry), a 3D map of the species is obtained. One major shortcoming is that simultane-
ous measurement of multiple species is usually not possible. The spectral lines of some species
(e.g., CO, H2CO) often require separate instrument settings and even entirely separate facili-
ties. The dominant cometary volatile (water) is not directly accessible from the ground at radio
wavelengths, so HCN has been used as its proxy for developing a database of compositional
diversity.

3.2.1.1 Cometary diversity as revealed at radio wavelengths. Ten primary volatiles (CO, H2CO,
CH3OH, HCOOH, HCN, HNCO, CH3CN, HC3N, NH3, and H2S), several product species
(OH, CS, and NS), and HNC (a likely coma product) form the core results in the radio survey of
more than 40 comets (Biver et al. 2002, Crovisier et al. 2009b). Two (CO, H2CO) can be both
primary and product species.
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(Mumma+Charnley 2011)

ØHydrocarbons and simple 
organic molecules are detected 
in 3-5μm comet spectra.

ØComplex organic materials?

Hydrocarbons in comets

3400       3200       3000       2800 [/cm]

R ~ 10,000
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Comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner
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21P/Giacobini-Zinner
l Parent comet of the 
October Draconids
meteor shower

l Peculiar dust properties
- depleted in C2, C3, NH
- negative linear 
polarization gradient

(Ootsubo+ 2020)

l Subaru+COMICS
- 2005 July 5 UT
- 8.8, 12.4, 18.8 + NLspec

(Michael Jaeger 2018-08-22) 
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Organics in comet: 21P

(Ootsubo+ 2020)



Hale-Bopp

29P/SW1

Organic molecule 9 μm feature
Ø 9.2μm feature can be attributed to aliphatic
hydrocarbons, which heated up to ~500 K--730 K

Heated up to 600 K

Heated up to 730 K

9.4μm

Vacuum pyrolysis of pure cellulose

(Blanco et al. 1988)

Aliphatic features disappeared
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Organics in comet: 21P
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Small (sub-μm) silicate dust:  
fcry ~ 0.45 (typical)
→ Birthplace of 21P is similar to that of other comets ?

(Ootsubo+ 2020)
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Complex organics in 21P

Ø We detect  the unidentified infrared (UIR) 
emission features of comet 21P/G-Z at ~8.2, 
~8.5, ~9.2, ~11.2, and ~12.7 μm.

Ø Likely due to complex organic molecules (both 
aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons), which 
could be contaminated by N- or O-atoms.

Ø Crystalline fraction in silicate grains is typical.
Ø This suggests that 21P formed at a similar 

distance from the Sun as other comets, but a bit 
warmer place in the solar nebula. 
Circumplanetary disk?
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Results of COMICS observations
Silicate features
Ø Crystalline fraction in silicate grains is typically 

30%-70%. OCCs has a bit higher fcry than JFCs ?
Ø Ongoing project, and we need more samples.

Organics
Ø We detect  the UIR features of comet 21P/G-Z at 

~8.2, ~8.5, ~9.2, ~11.2, and ~12.7 μm.
Ø Likely due to complex organic molecules (both 

aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons),
contaminated by N- or O-atoms.
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Ø Ground-based observations
Ø We need reliable spectra at 7.5--8.0 μm 
(for organics, 7.7μm PAH feture, …)

Ø Q-band spectrum (to obtain reliable Olv:Pyx) 

Ø We have several new comet targets for mid-IR 
spectroscopy every year!

Ø COMICS is still the best mid-IR instrument for 
the observations of Solar System minor bodies.

Future Mid-IR observation of comets 



Comets we should observe in MIR

2022-01-01

67P/C-G

19P/Borrelly

67P & 19P
Ø Both comets were visited 
by spacecrafts (Rosetta 
and Deep Space 1)

Ø We need good mid-IR 
instruments to observe 
comets around 2022 Jan,
… 

(NASA, JPL)

(ESA)


